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E-catalogue 2020 

PRO line 

Enjoy a beautiful, 

well-tended lawn 

effortlessly and with 

the practicality of 

using the latest 

technologies. 

GREEN Line 

Forget the boredom of grass 

disposal and rediscover the 

beauty of your garden. 

NEXT line 

The revolutionary NEXT Line was 

born in the era of digital 

technology, of Internet of 

Things, Cloud and connectivity. 

+INFINITYSYSTEM 

The innovative navigation 

system that allows several 

robots to manage  

simultaneously an area, 

in a smart and integrated way.  

AMICO 

Ambrogio is friend to all 

animals and respects their 

need for space. 

AMBROGIO SEMPRE 

CON TE 

Using the Ambrogio Remote APP 

it will be possible to set the 

working time profiles of your 

robot. With the Smart Assistant 

function, Ambrogio speaks the 

language of the future. 



Enjoy your Time 

GREENline 

The GREEN line was designed to allow you to benefit from all the 

advantages offered by Ambrogio’s simple and innovative technology. 

The four models of the line, all with brushless motors, ensure excellent 

cutting and nutrition of the turf, resulting in a greener, lusher, and 

healthier lawn in a completely eco-friendly way. The models are very 

compact for small gardens and have the ability to hand the most difficult 

slopes and up to 4 different areas. 

SIMPLE & ECO-FRIENDLY 

It is silent and eco-friendly, with easy and intuitive 

management. 

 

SMALL & SAFE 

Designed for small and medium sized gardens, it moves 

with agility in complete safety. 

 

BLUETOOTH & APP 

All the GREEN line models can be managed and updated 

from the Ambrogio Remote APP. 

 

PET FRIENDLY 

Ambrogio is friend to all animals and respects their need for 

space. 



L60 elite L15 deluxe L32 deluxe L210 

200 m²  600 m² 800 m²  2.800 m² 

GREENline 



Simple, no installation for small 

areas 
Keeping small gardens in pristine condition has never been easier with 

the new Ambrogio L60 Elite, designed for residential gardens up to 200 

m2. Ambrogio L60 Elite is the ideal robot for those whowant a perfectly 

mowed lawn, without the need to install perimeter wires. The robot’s 

ease of use also allows it to be put into service immediately and 

transported across multiple areas and different gardens. The Ambrogio 

Remote APP allows managing and updating the robot. 

 

-Blueetooth Receiver +APP 

-ZCS Connect 

-No Installation 

-No Perimeter wire 

-NewBrushless Motor 

-New Motherboard 

-Keyboard Restyling 

-Lightweight and portable 

-Slopes up to 50% 

-Four wheel drive 

-Eco Mode sensor 

-ZGS Sensor 

 

L60 Elite 

GREENline 



1) Symmetrical Design 2) Keypad commands 3) Bumper and obstacle sensor  
4) Blade and ZGS Sensor 5) Charging Point 

1 2 3 

4 5 



Small, gutsy and UNIQUE! 
The new L15 Deluxe model is small, light, easily transportable, silent, and 

comes with a futuristic design. It was created for small gardens which need a 

flawless cutting of the grass and easyinstallation system. The efficient work 

cycles allow covering the area in a rapid and accurate way. In addition, state-

of-the-art processors, brushless motors, lithium-ion batteries and 18 cm blade 

allow the Ambrogio L15 Deluxe robot to manage up to 4 separate areas. 

Equipped with Bluetooth connectivity, the robot can be programmed and 

managed via the Ambrogio Remote APP. Ambrogio L15 Deluxe is perfect for 

those who want a simple robot, without renouncing high technology 

locked up in only 42 cm and no more than 7 kg! 

-Blueetooth Receiver +APP 

-ZCS Connect 

-New 18 cm blade 

-High efficiency brushless 

motors 

-Manage up to 4 separate areas 

-Keypad & LED 

-Eco Mode Sensore 

L15 Deluxe 

GREENline 



1) Small and compact 2) Keypad commands 3) Bumper 
4) 18 cm blade 5) Recharging robot 

1 2 3 

4 5 



Compact and efficient for complex 

gardens 

The brand new L32 Deluxe was created to cut small, but 

complex gardens with narrow and tight maneuvering spaces. 

The brushless motors and innovative cutting system allows the 

robot to cover uneven areas. The Ambrogio Remote APP 

allows managing and updating the robot. 

-Blueetooth Receiver +APP 

-ZCS Connect 

-High efficiency brushless 

motors  

-Manage up to 4 separate areas 

-Slopes up to 45% 

-Keypad & LED 

-Eco Mode Sensore 

 

L32 Deluxe 

GREENline 



1) Keypad & LED 2) Bumper 3) Push stop and rain sensor 
4) 4 point star blade 5) Recharging robot 

1 2 3 

4 5 



Reliable for medium sized areas 

Ambrogio L210 is the ideal robotic lawnmower for those who 

want high cutting performances combined with ease of use. 

The brushless motors and powerful lithium-ion batteries allow 

the robot to manage areas up to 2,800 m2 and slopes up to 

45%. With the Ambrogio Remote APP it is also possible to 

control and update the robot. The L210 model is the oldest 

model in the wide Ambrogio Robot range. 

-Blueetooth Receiver +APP 

-High efficiency brushless 

motors  

-Manage up to 4 separate areas 

-Slopes up to 45% 

-7.5 Ah lithium-ion battery 

-Recharge base cover included 

-Rain senrsor 

-Eco Mode Sensore 

L210 

GREENline 



1) Display 2) Rain sensor 3) Push Stop button 
4) 4 point star blade  5) Recharging robot 

1 2 3 

4 5 



Love your smart garden 

PROline 

Enjoy a beautiful, well-tended lawn effortlessly and with the practicality of 

using the latest technologies: perfectly cut grass when and how you want it, 

management of the robot at all times and the knowledge of relying on efficient 

and user-friendly technology. 

AUTONOMOUS & EFFICIENT 

Ambrogio does not need to work for repeated continuous cycles during the day and 

night.The powerful batteries and careful programming allow Ambrogio to rest all 

night and part of the day (or vice versa, according to the needs of the owner). 

HIGH PERFORMANCE & PRECISION 

Ambrogio easily handles the most difficult slopes, up to 55% for the L85 Elite 

model. The stainless steel blades ensure precise cutting on any type of 

grassy surface. 

SMART & USER-FRIENDLY 

Ambrogio is able to work in any situation and weather condition. 

The rain sensors, which can be turned off at any time, return the robot 

to the charging station in case of rain, helping to preserve the quality of 

the grass. 

INNOVATIVE INSIDE 

Ambrogio is a real smart product; hyper connected to the Cloud with the Internet of 

Things. Innovative processors, ZCS Connect, Touch Display, GSM and Bluetooth. 

What’s more, the new SMART ASSISTANT function allows you to talk to Ambrogio 

(requesting information, statistics and giving commands). 

PET FRIENDLY 

Ambrogio is friend to all animals and respects their need for space. 

+INFINITYSYSTEM 

The innovative navigation system that allows several robots to manage 

simultaneously an area, in a smart and integrated way. 



L35 

1.200 m² 

1.800 m² 

PROline 

L85elite 

2.200 m² 

L250deluxe 

2.600 m² 

L250i 

3.200 m² 

5.000 m² 

7.000 m² 10.000 m² 

20.000 m² 

L350i L400i 



Innovative and compact 

The two models from the L35 line – B and Deluxe – 

involve a high degree of innovation. The brushless 

motors, advanced cutting systems and the brand-new 

flex rubber wheel allow the robot to mow and maintain 

complex areas up to 1,800 m2 in the least time possible. 

-Bluetooth Receiver +APP 

-ZCS Connect 

-New flex rubber rear wheel 

-High efficiency brushless 

motors 

-Manage up to 8 separate areas 

-ZCS Connect 

-SDM Cutting System 

L35  

B 

Deluxe 

PROline 



1) Keypad & LED 2) Bumper and obstacle sensor 3) Flex rubber wheel 
4) 4 point star blade  5) Recharging robot 

1 2 3 

4 5 



Agile, perfect for slopes 

Equipped with self-cleaning toothed wheels, brushless 

motors and powerful lithium-ion batteries, the L85 Elite 

model is designed to effectively mow areas up to 2,200 

m2 with slopes up to 55%, which are difficult to reach 

with mowing tools, such as traditional lawn mowers or 

garden tractors. 

-Bluetooth Receiver +APP 

-High efficiency brushless 

motors 

-Manage up to 4 separate areas 

-Slopes up to 55% 

-Powerful lithium-ion batteries 

-Tilting system 

-Eco Mode Sensor  

-Spiral Cut 

L85 Elite 

PROline 



1) Display and Push Stop 2) Bumper  3) Self-cleaning toothed wheel 
4) Blade and protection with filtering system for grass disposal 5) Recharging robot 

1 2 3 

4 5 



Robust, intuitive and flawless 

Ambrogio L250 Deluxe is for surfaces up to 2,600 m2 

featuring up to eight separate green areas, and is ideal 

for those who want a robust, high-performance and 

innovative robot. The user interface with large, standard 

touchscreen display makes handling the robot simple 

and intuitive. 

-Bluetooth Receiver +APP 

-ZCS Connect 

-High efficiency brushless 

motors 

-Manage up to 8 separate areas 

-Slopes up to 45% 

-Powerful lithium-ion batteries 

-7.5 Ah lithium-ion battery 

-Patented front wheels 

-Sensore Eco Mode 

L250 Deluxe 

PROline 



1) Touchscreen Display 2)  Bumper 3) Flex rubber rear wheel 
4) Toothed Rear Wheel (optional) 5) Recharging robot 

1 2 3 

4 5 



Interactive and Smart 

The two L250i models - Elite and Elite S+ - are a 

concentration of innovation and technology. The 

touchscreen display, the advanced navigation systems 

and standard ZCS Connect module make the robots 

extremely efficient and innovative. Compatible most of 

the voice assistants (SMART ASSISTANT), for a 

complete interaction with the robot. 

L250i 

PROline 

-Innovative Motherboard 

-Touch Display 

-Bluetooth & GSM 

-ZCS Connect 

-Smart Assistant 

 

-High efficiency brushless 

motors 

-Manage up to 8 separate areas 

-Slopes up to 45% 

-Flex rear wheel 

-Patented front wheels 

-SDM Cutting System 



1) Display Touchscreen 2) Ruota anteriore brevettata 3) Ruota posteriore gommata 
4) Ruota posteriore dentata (optional) 5) Nuova base di ricarica 

1 2 3 

4 5 



Attractive design and high technology 

The L350i Elite can manage lawns up to 7,000 m2 and work for 

seven consecutive hours, while maintaining high mowing 

performance. The touchscreen display makes programming 

simple and intuitive. The standard ZCS Connect module 

ensures safety and ease of use also thanks to its compatibility 

with the most popular voice assistants (SMART ASSISTANT). 

-Innovative Motherboard 

-Touch Display 

-Bluetooth & GSM 

-ZCS Connect 

-Smart Assistant 

 

-High efficiency brushless 

motors 

-Manage up to 8 separate areas 

-Slopes up to 45% 

-Powerful lithium-ion batteries 

-Rear Flex wheel  

-SDM Cutting System 

L350i 

PROline 



1) Touchscreen Display 2) Rain sensor 3) Flex rubber wheel  
4) Toothed rear wheel (Optional) 5) New charging station 

1 2 3 

4 5 



Powerful and elegant, for very large 

areas 

A powerful robot with an attractive design typical of Italian 

products, which can manage gardens up to 20,000 m2, even 

those with multiple separate areas. The two models are also 

equipped with the new ZCS Connect module to connect and 

interact with Ambrogio every time and everywhere. 

-Innovative Motherboard 

-Touch Display 

-Bluetooth & GSM 

-ZCS Connect 

-Smart Assistant 

 

-High efficiency brushless 

motors 

-Manage up to 8 separate areas 

-Slopes up to 45% 

-Powerful lithium-ion batteries 

-Blade motorisation  

-Perfect cut even on uneven 

ground 

-Flex rubber rear wheel 

-SDM Cutting System 

L400i 

PROline 



1) Touchscreen Display 2) Bumper 3) Cutting blades 3 discs  
4) Push Stop button 5) Recharging robot 

1 2 3 

4 5 



Live in the Future 

NEXTline 

The revolutionary NEXT Line was born in the era of digital technology, of Internet 

of Things, Cloud and connectivity, but also of the customisation and flexibility of 

smart products. 

HIGHLY TECHNOLOGICAL & CONNECTED 

New on-board smart technologies make it possible to manage and control 

the robot wherever the user is located, high performance, highly connected 

in the Cloud via IoT, Display Touch, remote management/control/monitoring 

thanks to the APP, which is compatible with any voice assistants. 

RELIABILITY & WARRANTY 

High quality materials, solid and reliable structure. High performances with 

maximum reliability guaranteed up to 6 years. 

MODULAR & CUSTOMISABLE 

The NEXT line is equipped with a Power Unit KIT that can be used by 

Ambrogio to implement its functionality and performance. Ambrogio 4.0, 

with the two Basic and Elite models and the brand-new 4.36 model, can 

transform itself into different models, resulting in different robotic 

lawnmowers: modular, articulated, adapted to different garden needs, 

intuitive, brushless motors, wheels with rubberised profile. Ideal for 

medium-sized gardens, they can be adapted to smaller or larger spaces 

with the use of the special Power Unit kits. 

PET FRIENDLY 

Ambrogio is friend to all animals and respects their need for space. 

+INFINITYSYSTEM 

The innovative navigation system that allows several robots to manage 

simultaneously an area, in a smart and integrated way. 
 



Twenty 4.0 Basic 4.0 Elite 4.36 Elite 

700 m² 

1000 m² 

1.000 m² 

1.400 m² 

2.200 m² 

2.200 m² 

3.500 m² 
6.000 m² 

NEXTline 



The baby of the new generation 
A mini robotic lawnmower created to have even less impact on the 

environment and equipped with the most advanced features. The latest 

generation processors, brushless motors, powerful batteries and 18 cm 

blade allow the robot to manage up to 4 separate areas. Excellent 

efficiency with perfect and fast results from a robot weighing just 7 kg 

and measuring 42 cm. The Elite model is equipped with connect module 

that allows you to manage, interact with and monitor the functions of the 

robot remotely. It is also compatible with voice assistants and with 

AMICO. 

-Smart Assistant 

-Next generation 

processors 

-Bluetooth & GSM 

-ZCS Connect 

-Keypad & LED 

Twenty 
Deluxe 

Elite 

NEXTline 



1) Small and compact 2) Keypad commands3) Bumper 
4) 18 cm blade 5) Recharging robot 

1 2 3 

4 5 



The articulated robot that transforms itself 
The 4.0 Basic model is ideal for those who require a simple, reliable robot that can 

adapt to changes. Its flexible yet solid and safe structure enables the installation of 

three different types of Power Units, that allow it to be converted from a robot for 

small to medium-sized gardens (with Power Unit Light up to 1,000 m2 or with Power 

Unit Medium up to 1,400 m2 ) to a solution that covers up to 2,200 m2 (with Power 

Unit Premium) with extreme accuracy. The brushless motors, rubber profile wheels 

and soft bumpers complete the characteristics of an innovative robot that meets all 

sort of needs. Equipped with a Bluetooth Receiver that can be independently 

controlled by a dedicated APP. Its new design also allows greater autonomy: its on-

blade body provides quick and safe self-cleaning. 

-Next generation 

processors 

-APP Bluetooth 

-Smart batteries 

-Rubber wheels 

-Keypad & LED 

-Jointed 

-Self-cleaning 

 

4.0 Basic 

NEXTline 



1) Keypad & LED 2) Push Stop button 3) Bumper and soft obstacle sensor 
4) Double tyred rubber wheel5) Front wheel 

1 2 3 

4 5 



Super Smart, Super Flex … the future is already here! 
The Elite model combines the characteristics of flexibility and modularity with 4.0 technological innovation. 

It is mounted on board the ZCS Connect device that, together with the GPS, Bluetooth and GSM 

technology, enables the connection of the robot anytime and anywhere, in total safety. It is possible to stop, 

start, exclude areas to be cut and monitor the robot with a simple touch of a button. Thanks to the 

Geofence Alarm, the system makes it possible to warn the user when the robot leaves the garden area. 

This way, you will always be aware of the movements that your Ambrogio 4.0 makes. It is also fitted with a 

state-of-the-art anti-theft system. It can be combined with the Medium, Premium and Extra Premium Power 

Units ranging between 2,200 and 3,500 m2.The Extra Premium kit makes it possible to equip the robot with 

the inductive recharge device. Ambrogio only has to brush against the station, now smaller and less bulky, 

to recharge itself anywhere. Induction recharging avoids the usual cleaning of the contacts. The adjustment 

of the blade height is also easy to operate, in fact, now it is motorised, thus facilitating the use of your robot. 

The ZCS technology is more user-friendly and interactive: enabling the easier management of your lawn in 

a completely autonomous manner. It is also compatible with voice assistants (SMART ASSISTANT)  

and with AMICO. Always, anywhere, anytime… super smart Ambrogio! 

-Smart Assistant 

-Next generation processors 

-Bluetooth & GSM 

-ZCS Connect 

-Blade motorisation 

-Smart batteries 

-Rubber wheels 

-Display touch 

-Jointed 

-Self-cleaning 

-Inductive Charging 

-SDM Cutting System 

4.0 Elite 

NEXTline 



1) Touchscreen display 2) Soft bumper3) Double tyred rubber wheel 
4) Jointed5) New charging station 

1 2 3 

4 5 



Powerful, jointed and coordinated 

The powerful battery and the 36 cm blade of the new Ambrogio 4.36 

Elite model allow it to handle large areas. With the ULTRA PREMIUM 

Power Unit Kit, the robot is able to work for over 4 hours, up to 6,000 

sqm. It comes highly equipped with all the latest technologies 

(Display Touch, Connect, GPS, Bluetooth and GSM), and has a high 

capability to work in a team with other robots. It is also compatible with 

voice assistants (SMART ASSISTANT) and with AMICO. 

-Smart Assistant 

-Next generation processors 

-Bluetooth & GSM 

-ZCS Connect 

-Blade motorisation 

-Smart batteries 

-Rubber wheels 

-Display touch 

-Jointed 

-Self-cleaning 

4.36 Elite 

NEXTline 



1) Touchscreen display 2) Bumper and soft obstaclesensor  
3) Triple rubber wheel 4) 4 point star blade  5) New charging station 

1 2 3 

4 5 



The innovative navigation system that allows 

several robots to manage simultaneously an 

area, in a smart and integrated way 

+Infinity  

System 

+INFINITYSYSTEM, through the Cloud technologies 

and ZCS Connect, creates a constantly shared virtual 

map on the area to be mowed. The shared map allows 

robots to know the already cut micro areas optimizing 

the working time, without neglecting any area and with 

maximum precision. 

The robots equipped with +INFINITYSYSTEM have the 

ability to readjust themselves to work in areas that have 

increased their surface over time. 

External areas which become “yards” can be managed 

in a perfect combination with all the other green spaces. 

The + INFINITYSYSTEM system is recommended for 

the maintenance of medium/large spaces up to very 

large areas such as sport fields, airfields and 

golf courses. 



Ambrogio is friend to all animals and respects their need for space. 

AMICO is the new technology bearing the ZCS logo that guarantees the operation of Ambrogio robot in areas 

at safety distance from the animal itself, until the automatic shutdown of the blade. A micro device to be put on 

an average/large-sized animal’s collar, or on its back, as in the case of a turtle, which dialogues with Ambrogio 

robot . 

AMICO is harmless and safe. 

The IoT device friend of Ambrogio 



APP Ambrogio Remote 

With the ZCS CONNECT MODULE* the future is here and now! 

 

Geofence alarm 
An evolved anti-theft 

device.  

Geographic  

localisation 

The robot is localised 

on the map 

Go Home 
To send the robot to the 

recharging base 

Go away 

Temporarily exclude a 

particular area of the 

garden 

ZCS Connect allows to connect and interact with the robot every time and everywhere (with your own smartphone or 

tablet). By using the Ambrogio Remote App it is possible to set up the profiles of the working time of the robot, verify the 

location (geo localization), isolate and/or work on specific areas of the garden (Go Away), monitor the status of the robot 

and receive alerts when it comes out of the garden (Geofence alarm). Thanks to the Go Home and Work Now functions, it 

is possible to force the robot to return to the charging station and to work in the garden. 



 

Ambrogio parla la lingua del futuro 

The models equipped with ZCS  

Connect are able to communicate with 

the most popular voice assistants 

(Apple’s Siri, Google Home and 

Amazon’s Alexa). Ambrogio makes it 

possible to control the robot with 

simple voice commands, without using 

an App or a display, but remotely, via a 

simple internet connection. 

With the dedicated skill, you can: 

• know what Ambrogio Robot is doing 

• make Ambrogio work immediately 

• send Ambrogio to the charging 

station 

• get statistics on its work 

Interact with your Ambrogio robot 

by giving it voice commands! 

Interact with your Ambrogio 

robot by giving it voice 

commands! 




